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Senior BiosSenior Bios
Anna Belber
Anna joined scenic in their Junior year, and they will always value
their time spent in the shop, the theater office during late nights,
and even in the Oliver coffin and on all of the very high stairs. They
are beyond grateful for the friends that convinced them to join,
amazing designers and heads, and, of course, Christal. Anna is
proud to say they have gotten over their claustrophobia and their
fear of heights... Sort of...

Margaret Blomstrom
Margaret joined scenic crew freshman year after a very long,
illustrious Zoom acting career. From the very first moment she
entered the shop and heard the buzz of power tools, she could tell
that she found her calling (and then she and her friends
subsequently broke the table saw). Her four years in the shop have
been glorious and filled with inhaled sawdust, stripped screws,
awful dancing, unfortunate splinters, and, most of all, love! She is
forever grateful to her fellow designers, the crewheads, the crew
members, Christal, the band saw, and the W-KING D9-1 speaker.

Morgana Brand
historically typecast as the framing device



Senior BiosSenior Bios
Olivia Brown
Olivia started her GDS theater career with an audition on zoom
and clear masks. Since then she has graced the stage as a
cheeseburger loving teen, a ram, a murderous prostitute, wanna-
be ballerina, and now, an emo princess? She has immensely
enjoyed the countless hours in the dance studio, black box, and
makeup room of course. Legend has it the missing bobby pins
from each show are all still in her hair! Perhaps what she will miss
most of all is Moose Rabbit Raisin. She would like to thank her
fellow theater seniors and her family and friends for still loving her
even though she had too much rehearsal to see them.

Posy Brown
Like a phoenix from the ashes, / Posy has knocked us on our asses!
What a rollercoaster her career has been.  / Fighting out roles with
her twin
She didnt get cast in Marie, / But through costumes she found glee.
Actor-techie extraordinaire,  / Posy is everywhere!
In Oliver she stole our hearts,  / Her baby voice was a work of art.
In Cinderella she flew to new heights, / Her portrayal of the dove is
truly a sight. 
The Brown legacy is one that truly shines, / Jamie Brown is always on
our minds.
All in all she’s quite the beaut, / And knowing Posy is always a hoot.
The times we have spent will always be cherished, / Posy is so special,
glad she has been able to share it.

Posy Brown has dedicated herself to theater throughout her years at
GDS. She has always prioritized the integrity of the program, and is
constantly working to make magic come to life. Posy is a leader on
and off stage, and we cannot wait to see where she goes next! 
(written by Ava Ginsberg and Ellie Schaffer  



Senior BiosSenior Bios
Rasmus Byskov
“im the tool guy, i wonder who will replace me“

Xander Grunwaldt
“this started with hot gluing electric candles onto a candelabra and
it will end with taping electric candles onto the mezzanine. boy do i
love a narrative arc.”

Sotiria Eugenie Jackson
In middle school, Sotiria Jackson spent her theater days as an
actor in the musicals and in Community Production. When
COVID-19 hit and activities moved online, Sotiria managed to
continue playing both a sport and doing theater as an actor at the
same time. When she entered her sophomore year she realized
she could not continue this, so she was faced with a hard decision:
sports or theater. At first, she decided sports was for her until she
started missing the theater. She joined scenic for the 2022 Winter
One Acts and continued doing scenic and run crew throughout the
rest of her time at GDS-- even if it meant running from a volleyball
or softball game to tech rehearsal or a show.



Senior BiosSenior Bios
Ava Lewis
Ava started out in scenic crew, only attending a couple times
before switching to props crew, which she stayed on through the
rest of her high school career. She has also taken on the role of
box office and house manager for You Can't Take It With You and
Cinderella. Aside from one asthma attack and rushing to complete
a last minute lab report you can probably find her running through
the halls right before a show starts or at the box office giving out
tickets.

Avery Ludlow
Avery joined scenic crew in the fall of her sophomore year and
knew that scenic would become her family. Since then, she's
learned the joy of sitting on stairs, built many coffins, tortured
everyone with cheesy 80’s music, made some typos, and became
the proud father of scenic. Avery wants to thank Christal, the
amazing admins she learned from, and of course her fellow
designers and crew heads (and Anna for writing this for me). :D

Isa Martorana
gds's best and only furry props member ( pictured on left )



Senior BiosSenior Bios
Henry Mitchell
Henry has, like all lighting designers before them, tried to do the
impossible: get cues done before first tech as a senior. While they
made a valiant effort, and even created house lights before the fall
show, they like their predecessors failed at the greatest of
challenges, the spring musical. There are many Herculean tasks in
this great challenge ranging from gathering enough raw will power
to actually show up to build to not completely delegating focus to
the junior crew head. But the greatest of these challenges has to be
actually getting off your ass long enough to produce a plot with
enough time to throw the rough approximation of a hang up
before you meet your fate at first tech. While they may have failed
to achieve their lofty goal they (hopefully) have reached the bare
minimum and created lights that will (again hopefully) pass muster
for opening night.

Joshua Reynolds
Joshua Reynolds often says he has become what he most feared in
this world: a true theater kid. He claims, “It just started as a one-
time thing on Zoom,” referencing his first shows during the
pandemic. But what may have started as just a one-time thing has
become the most memorable part of Joshua’s high school career.
Through his time in GDS Theater, Joshua has gone from playing the
villain to playing a prince. From being scared to sing in front of
people to becoming a becoming a future music major. From
hating playing Taylor Swift in the makeup room to tolerating
Taylor Swift playing in the makeup room. We asked Joshua how he
approaches acting. He said, “I try to give every part of myself to a
character. Even my hair.” When we asked him to elaborate further,
specifically in regard to his hair, he ran away, refusing to comment.



Senior BiosSenior Bios
Rachel Schneider
Rachel Schneider is known for her impeccable music room playlist
and mastery of the art of big booty. She often feels used for her
basement and speaker. Rachel got her start in GDS theater when
she rehearsed over Zoom alongside Topher Dunne as a zombie in
the One Acts freshman year. Other notable performances include
“strange woman,” “hooker,” and one or more Penelopes. Senior
year, she finally learned how to play moose rabbit raisin, and got
used to being greeted with “hey queen” by Janos. She is sad to leave
her beloved sophomores behind, but won’t miss mandatory
setting spray or Rosenfeld dance workshop attendance. She was
probably last seen yelling at someone to close the dressing room
door, or hunting Henry down to return her lip gloss. She hopes the
tape on her character heels will live on as her legacy for whomever
the shoe next fits (had to force a Cinderella reference in there
somewhere), and would like to dedicate her corner cubby space to
Caitlyn’s salads and Posy’s dirty socks. In all seriousness, she would
like to thank her friends, parents, Reenie, and Maresca for their
support. She has found a family here these past 4 years that she
will never forget.

Avram Shapiro
Avram’s journey on stage is itself a Cinderella story—like
Cinderella, Avram lost his shoe during his first performance in the
lower school dance assembly, but decided to keep dancing
through adversity. When he joined GDS HS theater, Avram was
known for his old man makeup, aggressive twizzle and mastery of
Russian jumps. He’s enjoyed many things about theater, but his
favorite is definitely the community: whether that’s the traditions,
fun moments in between rehearsals, side convos during tech
(sorry Christal), etc. He’ll be sad to leave GDS, but it’s time for this
CinderFella to make his exit.



Senior BiosSenior Bios
Max Stumpf
This guy is everywhere, and has been part of almost every group in
the GDS theater program. 
He started in scenic crew, transitioned to lights crew, acted in the
2023 fall show, went back to lights crew, helped out with props
crew, played George in The Actor’s Nightmare during this year’s
One Acts, and is now playing trumpet in the orchestra. What can’t
he do? (Commit to a single crew, apparently.) 
Besides spending his afternoons doing whatever work is
associated with the crew he’s chosen at the given moment, Max
Stumpf also takes care of the GDS greenhouse and aquariums.
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Congratulations, Avery! 
We are so proud of you! Go Scenic!

Love, Mom and Dad



Congratulations to the Cast
and Crew of Cinderella!

We love you!

Mom and Dad
Pat (‘13)

Graeme (‘15)
Christian (‘17)

Way to go Ava Hall!








